Valentine’s Heart
Indoor object
SUPPLIES
500 gram Paverpol Bronze
Art Stone
Pavercolor Yellow Ochre
Pavercolor Terra Cotta
Felt heart (Dollar Tree) or make one
from card board
Styrofoam 23 cm x 23 cm x approx. 5
cm
hairspray
First layer: apply Paverpol and Art
Stone
Use a brush to apply a good coat of
Paverpol to the back and sides of the
Styrofoam. Sprinkle Art Stone in the
wet Paverpol and with a flat hand
push the Art Stone in. Tap of the
excess Art Stone.
Brush Paverpol to the front of the
Styrofoam and repeat the process you
did for the backside.
In a few spots you could rub off some
of the Art Stone, to create a less
monotone look.
Brush Paverpol to both sides of the
heart, and place it on the Styrofoam
square, before you lay it down, Brush
some Paverpol on the art Stone
surface; the heart will adhere better.
Sprinkle Art Stone over the heart and
press it in.
Second layer: Pavercolor
Sprinkle Pavercolor Terra Cotta on the sides of the Styrofoam and again with a flat hand rub it in,
making circular movements with your hand. Apply as much color as you want. Do the same for the
front, only on the heart.
Do the same with Pavercolor Yellow Ochre; only now on the areas outside the heart. Optional; go over
the sides with some Yellow Ochre as well.
The best result will be achieved when the two colors on the outside of the heart blend together in a
few areas. If you don’t like a certain area; just repeat the whole process; Paverpol, Art Stone,
Pavercolor. You can’t go wrong!
Let it dry.
Next day, shake off excess Pavercolours and spray hairspray on front, back and sides. This prevents
the colors from falling off. It makes the object a little bit darker, but that will disappear when the
hairspray dries again.
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